external events,' and that cognitive responses, from which cognition is inferred, is one. Also, I will advance the hypothesis that responses to external events are mediated by separate neural channels each of which is characterized by a given inputautput relationship and thence by a given production. As an example, in visuomotor behavior the different properties of visual objects (e.g., shape, color, spatial location) are not processed by the same neural structures. They are matched by specific mechanisms which generate motor commands appropriate for each property (for a more complete version of the hypothesis, see Jeannerod, 198 1). Now the question is this: 2re there cognitive chat,nels? By this I mean do channels exist that deal with the cognitive aspect of a situatiol.1 and produce cognitive responses? A visual object for instance may be subjected to different levels of processing, besides that effected by visuomotor channels. Proerlction of a verbal response, mental representation, compL -ison with other objects, etc., are based on the same object properties as tho *e feeding into visuomotor structures. Can they be conceived as resulting from the activity of other parallel, specialized neural mechanisms?
My arguments are drawn frohm the study of brain-lesioned subjects. Over the last 'ntidred years neurological observation has accumulated a considerable amount ol information that seems to have been largely neglected by people involved Jn cognitive science. It is good news to hear that they have finally dkovered this ignored continent (Posner et al., 198 1) .
Subjects with bilateral lesions of the visual cortex of the brain may displry the typical syndro.ne of cortical blindness, once called 'psychic' blindness. They do not see, b,y the conventional meaning of the word 'see' since they do not experience visual changes or events. Some of them may even be unaware of not seeing, and may report hallucinatory visual scenes unrelated to the on-going physical reality. Yet, in cortical blindness, only part of the visual system is actually altered by the lesion. Other pathways also originating in the retina but iterminating in areas outside the visual cortex are anatomi-*Reprint requem should be addressed to M. Jeannerod, Laboratoire de Ncuropsychologie Exp&i-mentale, INSERM LJ94,69500 BIOB, France.
